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Henry Obi Ajumeze received a PhD from the Centre for African Studies, University of Cape Town, specializing in the interdisciplinary connection between drama, ecology, and petroculture. He teaches dramatic theory and criticism at Bowen University in Nigeria. He is a fellow of the African Humanities Program of the American Council of Learned Societies, and he is currently working on a book project titled *The Dialogue Between Oil and Water in Nigeria’s Niger Delta*.

Rebecca Babcock is the William and Ordelle Watts Professor at the University of Texas Permian Basin, where she teaches courses in writing and linguistics. She also serves as the Freshman English Coordinator and Director of Undergraduate Research. She has authored, coauthored, or edited several books on tutoring, writing centers, disability, and metaresearch. Her latest book is *Theories and Methods of Writing Center Research*, edited with Jo Mackiewicz. She has also published research articles in *Writing Lab Newsletter, Linguistics and Education, Composition Forum, Praxis*, and *The Peer Review*.

Stacey Balkan is assistant professor of environmental literature and humanities at Florida Atlantic University, where she also serves as an affiliate faculty member for FAU’s Peace, Justice, and Human Rights Initiative. She has published several works on energy cultures including “Rogues in the Postcolony: Chris Abani’s *GraceLand* and the Petro-picaresque” (*Global South*, 2015), “Energo-poetics: Reading Energy in the Ages of Wood, Oil, and Wind” (*Études anglaises*, 2021), and her forthcoming monograph *Rogues in the Postcolony: Narrating Extraction and Itinerancy in India* (West Virginia University Press). Stacey’s recent work also appears in *ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment, Global South Studies, Mediations, Social Text Online*, and *Public Books*.

Ashley Dawson is professor of postcolonial studies in the English Department at the Graduate Center / City University of New York and the College of Staten Island. His most recent books include *People’s Power: Reclaiming the Energy Commons* (O/R, 2020), *Extreme Cities: The Peril and Promise of Urban Life in the Age of Climate Change* (Verso, 2017),
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and *Extinction: A Radical History* (O/R, 2016). A member of the Social Text Collective and the founder of the CUNY Climate Action Lab, he is a longtime climate justice activist.

**Sharae Deckard** is lecturer in world literature at University College Dublin. She has published multiple articles on world-ecology and energy humanities approaches to world literature, and four books, the most recent of which is an edited collection, *World Literature, Neoliberalism, and the Culture of Discontent* (Palgrave, 2019). She has also edited several journal issues on the topic, including an issue of the *Irish University Review* on “Food, Energy, Climate: Irish Culture and World-Ecology” and an issue of *Green Letters* on “Global and Postcolonial Ecologies.” New essays on world-literary crime fiction and fossil capital and on the intersection of oil and hydrodependency are forthcoming in *Études anglaises* and *New Formations.*


**Kristen Figgins** is a doctoral candidate in English at the University of Arkansas. Her specialization is nineteenth-century British literature, critical animal studies, and adaptation. Her current research involves tracing how developments in natural science and animal rights philosophy are adapted in transhistorical literature. Her recent research can be found in *Literature/Film Quarterly* and in her co-edited book *Boom or Bust: Narrative, Life, and Culture from the West Texas Oil Patch* (OU Press).

**Amitav Ghosh** was born in Calcutta and grew up in India, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. He is the author of two books of nonfiction, a collection of essays, and ten novels. His books have won many prizes, and he holds four honorary doctorates. His work has been translated into more than thirty languages, and he has served on the jury of the Locarno and Venice film festivals. In 2018 he became the first English-language writer to receive India’s highest literary honor, the Jnanpith Award. His most recent publication is *Gun Island,* a novel.

**Corbin Hiday** is a PhD candidate in English at the University of Illinois at Chicago. His dissertation explores how a series of novels from different historical moments of the British Empire theorize the constitutive entanglement between progress narratives and the reality of resource exhaustion, a contradiction that continues to drive contemporary
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Swaralipi Nandi is an assistant professor of English at Loyola Academy, Hyderabad. She has a PhD in English from Kent State University with a research focus on postcolonial literature in the era of neoliberal globalization, and she is currently working on postcolonial environmental studies. Her work has appeared in *Interventions: A Journal of Postcolonial Studies, Journal of Narrative Theory, Studies in Travel Writing, Literary Geographies, JSL: The Journal of the School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies, Worldly Teaching: Critical Pedagogy,* and *Global Literature,* among others. She has also edited two books: *The Postnational Fantasy: Essays on Postcolonialism, Cosmopolitics, and Science Fiction* (McFarland) and *Spectacles of Blood: A Study of Violence and Masculinity in Postcolonial Films* (University of Chicago and Zubaan)—and her forthcoming monograph, *Narrating the Fringes: The Changing Narrative of Poverty in 21st Century Indian English Fictions,* is to be published by Routledge.

Micheal Angelo Rumore is a doctoral candidate in English at the Graduate Center, CUNY. His dissertation, titled “Toward the Black Indian Ocean: Race and the Human Project in the Afro-Asian Imagination,” interrogates why dominant notions of oceanic “cosmopolitanism” appearing frequently in the field of Indian Ocean studies tend to exclude Blackness and Africanness. His writing has also appeared in *Social Text Online, Studies in the Fantastic,* and *Guernica.* In addition, he teaches literature and writing courses at Lehman College, CUNY.

Simon Ryle is an associate professor at the University of Split, Croatia. His research focuses on intersections of eco-poetics, creaturely humanities, and literary infrastructures. He has recently edited an issue of the *Journal for Cultural Research* on the topic of “Minor Shakespeares” and is currently coediting an edition of *Cross-Cultural Studies Review* titled “Wavescapes in the Capitalocene.” His first monograph was published by Palgrave Macmillan. His research has also appeared in various volumes and journals, including *boundary 2* (Duke University Press), *Umjetnost riječi* (Hrvatsko filološko društvo), *Cahiers Élisabéthains* (Centre national de la recherche scientifique), *Adaptation.*
(Oxford University Press), *Shakespeare Survey* (Cambridge University Press), and *Textual Practice* (Routledge).

*Sheena Stief* is currently employed at the University of Texas Permian Basin. She teaches Freshman Composition as well as British and American Literature post-survey courses. Her research centers around dual credit studies in the online composition classroom as well as environmental aspects in the genre of paranormal romance. She graduated from the University of Texas Permian Basin in 2013 with a master’s in English. She is also a freelance editor. Sheena resides in Texas with her husband of thirteen years, three children, and three dogs. She can be found online through her website, www.stiefediting.com, and her Twitter handle, @sheena_stief.

*Imre Szeman* is University Research Chair in Communication Arts at the University of Waterloo, where he is also a member of the Interdisciplinary Centre on Climate Change. His recent publications include *On Petrocultures: Globalization, Culture, and Energy* (2019) and *Energy Culture: Art and Theory on Oil and Beyond* (coedited with Jeff Diamanti, 2019). He is currently working on *Energy Impasse: On the Limits of Transition* (with Mark Simpson).

*Maya Vinai* works as an assistant professor in BITS Pilani (Hyderabad campus). Her research interests include maritime narratives along the coastal belt of Malabar, contemporary Indian English fiction, and temple art forms of South India. Along with several publications in both national and international journals, she has authored a book titled *Caste and Gender in the Works of Anita Nair*.

*Wendy W. Walters* is a professor in the Department of Writing, Literature, and Publishing and director of the honors program at Emerson College, Boston. She is the author of two books, *Archives of the Black Atlantic: Reading Between Literature and History* (Routledge, 2013) and *At Home in Diaspora: Black International Literature* (University of Minnesota Press, 2005). She has published articles in *Callaloo*, *African American Review*, *American Literature*, and elsewhere. She is currently working on a book about African diasporic ecocritical literatures and has been teaching a course on Afroturism since 2004.